On May 6, the Federal Reserve’s Open Market Committee voted unanimously to maintain its 1.25% federal funds rate target. On June 5, the European Central Bank cut its main policy rate \( \frac{1}{2} \) percentage point to 2.00%, citing stable prices and growing “downside risks to economic growth.” On the same day, the Swedish Riksbank followed suit, but the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee maintained its 3.75% policy rate unchanged. The Bank of England apparently continues on a policy path of moving inflation down closer to target. The Bank of Japan relaxed its monetary policy target another ¥5 trillion on May 20 “in order to show its determination to ensure financial market stability” as the government injected capital into the Resona bank.

Amid widespread attention regarding deflation and its prospects, the International Monetary Fund recently released an internal task force report on deflation. Among other things, it analyzed the prospects of deflation for each of 35 nations. Notable were the findings that “mild deflation is fairly likely to take hold [in Germany] even though the risks of pernicious deflation are low,” but that the “likelihood of sustained deflation appears remote” in the U.S. For all 35 nations included in its analysis, the task force “did not find evidence to support strong concerns of generalized global deflation.”